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Reliance Matrix Releases “One Plan” Paid Family Leave Whitepaper 
August 16, 2023 10:57 AM Eastern Daylight Time 

Comprehensive study shows “Why a Single Paid Leave Plan for All States is Not a Viable Employer Option” 

 
PHILADELPHIA--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Reliance Matrix, a leading provider of absence and employee benefits 
insurance and services, has released One Size Fits All: Why a Single Paid Leave Plan for All States is Not a Viable 
Employer Option. The insightful whitepaper examines the history of statutory paid leave, why employers would 
seek a single plan, and the key challenges to enacting such a plan. 
 
“The proliferation of state-level paid family and medical leave plans is probably the most significant employee 
absence challenge of the past five years, and there’s no indication it’s slowing down,” said Nell Walker, Vice 
President, Deputy General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer for Reliance Matrix. “The plans themselves are 
designed to create a margin of financial security for American workers who need to care for themselves or loved 
ones. But, for multi-state employers trying to comply with multiple, complex and often contradictory laws and 
rules across different jurisdictions, the challenges to implementing these plans and providing their employees 
consistent benefits can be enormous.” 
 
According to the whitepaper, there are three primary reasons employers seek a single plan solution to paid family 
and medical leave. They are: equality of benefits across the workforce; talent acquisition and retention; and 
efficiency of administration. 
 
“It’s not just a matter of administrative complexity,” said Rebecca Ford, Esq., Director of Product, Marketing and 
Strategy and co-author of the research. “The inconsistencies between states make it impossible to sponsor a 
single, uniform plan, and that means inherent inequities for employees, based on where they live and work.” 
 
To the assumption that an employer could just deploy a single paid leave plan that meets or exceeds all existing 
state program benefits, research bears out: It’s not that easy. Each state program contains a different 
requirement for plan basics such as eligibility, funding, qualifying benefit reasons, benefit calculation, 
minimum/maximum benefit, whether there is a waiting period, the required claim documentation, coordination 
of benefits, and so on. A multistate employer trying to “do the right thing” is saddled with virtually 
insurmountable operational challenges. 
 
“There was hope at various points that a federal paid family and medical leave plan would be the answer,” said 
Marti Cardi, Esq., Senior Compliance Consultant and co-author of the study. “But even if such a plan were to be 
signed into law, none of the proposed legislation would relieve employers from state plan obligations. And 
nothing currently on the books – state or federal – coordinates with related laws like FMLA and ADA.” 
 
There are steps employers can take to approach paid family and medical leave from a more strategic and efficient 
manner, and the report bears those out as well. Click Here to download a copy of the “One Plan” Paid Family 
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Leave whitepaper. 
 
 
 

About Reliance Matrix 
 

Reliance Matrix delivers employee benefit, absence management and workforce productivity solutions through 
the financial stability of a top-rated insurance carrier, the proven innovation of an absence TPA, and the daily 
commitment of thousands of team members across America. Where larger competitors offer size, we inspire 
confidence and long-term engagement through integration, reliability, and dedication to providing customized 
solutions. 

 
Born in 1907, Reliance Standard Life Insurance Company is a leading provider of employee benefits, absence 
management and retirement savings solutions. Matrix Absence Management traces its roots to Silicon Valley at 
the dawn of the tech boom. Seamless and secure, we innovate and deliver products and programs to help 
individuals, employers, brokers, and fiduciaries protect and nurture those most important to them. 

 
Reliance Matrix is a member of the Tokio Marine Group. Tokio Marine Holdings, Inc., the ultimate holding 
company of the Tokio Marine Group, is incorporated in Japan and is listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange. The 
Tokio Marine Group operates in the property and casualty insurance, reinsurance, and life insurance sectors 
globally. The Group’s main operating subsidiary, Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire (TMNF), was founded in 1879 and 
is the oldest and leading property and casualty insurer in Japan. 
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